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Abstract: Te-As-Se (TAS) chalcogenide (ChG) glasses are suitable candidates for 

mid-infrared (MIR) applications. In this work, the formation, preparation of high-

purity glasses and optical fibers, and the applications of TAS fibers were 

systematically reviewed. In this review, the thermal, optical properties as well as the 

fiber performance parameters of TAS glasses were summarized. Finally, the progress 

of TAS fibers in MIR applications, especially for sensor applications such as food 

monitoring and medical diagnostic were described in detail.
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1. Introduction

Chalcogenide (ChG) glasses are composed IVA group elements (S, Se, Te), and 

added with heavy elements such as Ge, As and Sb, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Compared 

with traditional silicate glass, ChG glasses have many prominent features including 

ultra-wide infrared transmission range (up to 25 μm, Fig. 1(b)), lower phonon energy 

(<350 cm-1), higher linear refractive index n0 (2.0-3.5) and nonlinear refractive index 

(100 to 1000 times higher than those of silicate glasses), ultra-fast optical response 

time (<100 fs), excellent resistance to corrosion in atmospheric environment and 

tunable composition for different applications[1, 2]. With the above superior 

performance, ChG glasses have been applied to infrared lens for night vision, phase 

change memories, electrolytes for batteries, waveguide devices for all-optical signal 

processing, photoresists for lithography and some new optoelectronic devices[3, 4]. 

Fig. 1. (a) The commonly used elements for forming chalcogenide glasses and (b) 

transmission spectra of several glasses.

Besides, ChG glasses are suitable for drawing fibers. ChG fibers have low intrinsic 

losses, favorable bendability, stable chemical properties, high nonlinear coefficients 

and ultra-wide infrared transmission range (up to ~26 μm). The ChG fibers have 



  

significant applications in the laser delivery[5, 6], transmission of thermal image[7-9], 

MIR supercontinuum (SC) generation[10-12] and infrared sensing[13-15] since 

covering the molecular fingerprint region of 3-13 μm MIR bands. To be drawn to a 

fiber, the glass is required to possess the good thermal stability. Usually, the 

difference of Tx and Tg larger than 120 oC is the minimum value to avoid 

crystallization during the drawing process. Until now, ChG fibers such as As-S, As-

Se, Ge-As-Se, Ge-Ga-Sb-S (Se), etc are successfully fabricated. Among numerous 

ChG glasses, TAS glasses have been widely investigated since their excellent thermal 

stability for drawing fibers and broad transmittance in the MIR[16-18]. TAS fibers 

have low transmission losses in the 2-18 μm bands, especially in the range of 2-12 

μm, which is an ideal medium for detecting fingerprint region molecules [19, 20]. 

Moreover, TAS fibers have excellent resistance to water, corrosion and 

electromagnetic interference. They could not only monitor and identify in-situ and 

long-distance real-time substances in harsh environments such as high temperature 

(around 100 oC), electromagnetic interference and toxic, but also realize the detection 

of special aqueous solutions, biological tissues[21], liquids and gaseous substances 

with infrared characteristic absorption spectra, which has been attracted extensive 

attention in the fields of biochemistry, microbiology, medical diagnosis, etc[22].

Although TAS glasses have been investigated for half a century, there is no detailed 

review that summarizes the glass forming, fiber drawing, and applications until now. 

In this review, we retrospected the formation of TAS glasses first, followed by 

summary of glass purification technique, the thermal and optical properties of TAS 



  

glasses. Finally we introduced the research progress of TAS glasses and fibers in MIR 

applications and made a prospect.

2. Formation of TAS glasses

2.1 Formation and properties of TAS glasses

In 1976, Kotkata et al. first reported the TAS glasses[23]. Generally, ChG glasses 

were prepared by melt-quenching technique in the vacuumed ampoule ChG glasses 

[24-26]. As shown in Fig. 2, TAS glass formation domain was relatively large, 

including As-Se, As-Te, Se-Te binary systems [27, 28]. The As-Se binary system had 

better glass forming ability than that of As-Te and Se-Te. In the TAS ternary system, 

the glass forming domain was located in the Se-rich region, which was biased toward 

the As-Se side.

Fig. 2. TAS glasses forming domain. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [27].

Shiryaev et al.[29] prepared a series of samples with different Se and Te ratios and 

systematically studied the effect of TexAs40Se60-x (x=0-40, in mol%) compositions on 

glass forming ability. The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of TexAs40Se60-x 

samples at different heating rates were investigated. Fig. 3(a) shows the DSC results 

with the heating rate of 2.5 K/min. When x= 0, 25, 30, 35, 40, there was an obvious 



  

crystallization peak; when x= 5, 10, 15, there was a weak crystallization phenomenon; 

when x=20, there was no crystallization. When the heating rate was 5 K/min, as 

shown in Table 1, no crystallization occurred in the compositions of x=10, 15, and 20. 

When the heating rate was 10 K/min, the x=5, 10, 15, and 20 compositions did not 

undergo crystallizations as shown in Fig. 3(b). From the formula Kgl= (Tc–Tg)/(Tl–Tc) 

proposed by Hruby[30], we know that the interval Tc–Tg is directly proportional to the 

glass-forming tendency and the Tl–Tc is indirectly proportional to the glass-forming 

tendency. Therefore, the TAS glasses of x=5, 10, and 15 compositions were relatively 

stable. At different heating rates (2.5, 5 and 10 K/min), only Te20As40Se40 had no 

crystallization peak, indicating that this glass was most stable.

Fig. 3. DSC results for TexAs40Se60-x glasses with heating rate of (a) 2.5 K/min, 

reprinted with permission from Ref. [29] and (b) 10 K/min. Reprinted with permission 

from Ref. [31].



  

Table 1. Temperature points and criteria of glass stability at heating rate of 5 K/min 

for As40Se60-xTex glasses. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [31].

compositions Tg/ oC Tc/ oC Tp/ oC Ts/ oC Tl/ oC ΔT/ oC Kgl S/K
As40Se60

Te5As40Se55

Te10As40Se50

Te15As40Se45

Te20As40Se40

Te25As40Se35

Te30As40Se30

Te35As40Se25

Te40As40Se20

178
166
158
147
144
140
130
131
132

322
306

-
-
-

290
245
244
246

356
339

-
-
-

309
271
271
277

376
355

-
-
-

330
297
304
309

387
368

-
-
-

348
313
327
336

145
110

-
-
-

150
115
113
114

2.23
2.26

-
-
-

2.58
1.69
1.36
1.28

10.9
10.5

-
-
-

6.9
7.4
7.4
8.5

Tg: glass transition temperature, Tc: onset of crystallization temperature, Tp: peak of 

crystallization temperature, Ts: solidus temperature, Tl: liquidus temperature, ΔT=Tc–

Tg, Kgl= (Tc–Tg)/(Tl–Tc); S=(Tp–Tc)(Tc–Tg)/Tg.

As the DSC results shown, the Te20As40Se40 has good thermal stability which has 

been drawn to fiber. As shown in Fig. 4, the refractive indexes of Te20As40Se40 and 

Te18As40Se42 glasses can be close to 3, which was larger than that of silicate glasses. 

Table 2 shows the mechanical properties and optical windows of the Te20As40Se40, 

TeX and Ge25Sb10S65 glasses. TeX glasses, which are built up with Te, Se, and halide 

elements, show a broad optical transmission in the mid infrared from 2 to about 20 

μm, but poor mechanical properties. In contrast, the mechanical behavior of 

Ge25Sb10S65 is improved, but the transmission is limited to 12 μm in the infrared. 

Between these glasses, TAS glass is an interesting compromise for many applications, 

with correct mechanical properties and broad-enough transmission range for detection 

in the molecular fingerprint region. 



  

Fig. 4. Refractive indices of fiber core (Te20As40Se40) and cladding (Te18As40Se42) and 

the calculated NA. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [18].

Table 2. Young’s modulus E, density ρ, linear coefficient of thermal expansion α, 

micro hardeness Hv, Tg, and optical windows of the Te20As40Se40, Ge25Sb10S65 and 

TeX glasses[32] [33]. 

Glass E/GPa ρ/(g·cm-3) α/K-1 Hv/(kg·mm-2) Tg/oC Optical 
windows/μm

Te20As40Se40 18.0 5.07 23×10-6 146 144 2-16
Ge25Sb10S65 18.5 3.4 15.7×10-6 155 320 2-11
TeX glasses 8 60 2-20

2.2 Structure of TAS glasses

Delaizir et al. investigated the atomic structure of chalcogenide glasses As3Se7-xTex 

(0≤x≤3) and As2Se3-xTex (0≤x≤2.5) by Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS), 77Se 

NMR as well as Raman and infrared measurements for different compositions[34]. It 

was shown that the progressive introduction of tellurium in TexAs3Se7-x or TexAs2Se3-x 

induced breaking of Se-Se bonds and the formation of TexAsSe3-x pyramidal units. 

Experimental data also revealed the absence of Te-Te bonds even in the tellurium 

richest composition which let suppose a homogeneous repartition of tellurium atoms 

in the glassy network. 



  

Jóvári et al. researched the structure of Te20As30Se50 glass by X-ray and neutron 

diffraction as well as extended X-ray absorption fine structure measurements at the 

As-, Se-, and Te K-edges[35]. The five datasets were modelled simultaneously by the 

reverse Monte Carlo simulation technique. Fig. 5 shows all the chemical bonds in 

Te20As30Se50 glass network, which was a pyramid network structure. Experimental 

data could be fitted satisfactorily by allowing As-Se, As-Te and Se-Te bonds only. All 

atoms satisfy the 8-N rule (NAs=3, NSe=NTe=2) and the affinity of As was much higher 

to Se than to Te. Chalcogen atoms preferentially bonded to As atom, and Se-Te bonds 

were formed only after saturating all valences of As.

Fig. 5. The atomic structures of Te20As30Se50. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 

[35].

3. Impurity and purification of TAS glasses

The infrared transmission properties of ChG glasses are sensitive to impurities. The 

impurities in TAS glasses can be divided into two types. The first one is the impurity 

combined with the glass network or dissolved in the glass matrix. Such impurities 

usually absorb light selectively. In the fiber loss spectrum, the corresponding 



  

absorption peak size is determined by the corresponding impurity concentration, such 

impurities are mainly combined with H and O. The second one is different from the 

refractive index of glass, which exhibits scattering of light and then increases the loss 

of the entire infrared bands including holes, microcrystalline particles and solid 

inclusions such as SiO2, carbon, transition metal oxides, etc. 

There are three types of impurity sources for TAS glasses [32]. The first category is 

mainly from raw materials: commercial materials (Te, As, Se) have a purity of 5N 

(99.999%), thus impurities such as oxygen, molecular water, carbon, and transition 

metals in the raw materials should be removed as much as possible. Table 3 lists the 

melting point and purification methods of the raw materials. 

Table 3. Melting points, boiling points and purification methods of TAS glasses raw 

materials.

elements melting point/ oC boiling points/ oC purification methods

Te 450 988 zone melting, distillation invacuum 
or chemical etching

As 817 615(sublimation) sublimation in Ar stream or 
vacuum

Se 217 685 distillation under vacuum, Ar or 
SeCl2 gas

The second source is from the container for the synthesis of glass at a high 

temperature. Silica glass tubes are the main container material used for the synthesis 

of ChG glasses. Hydrogen and silicon dioxide impurities are introduced from the 

walls of the silica glass tubes. The impurities with high diffusion coefficients, 

especially hydrogen, can enter the TAS melts easily. It was found that hydrogen 

started to enter the TAS melts from the silica glass tubes, containing 100 ppm of 

hydrogen, beginning from 650 ℃. The temperature T dependence of a hydrogen 



  

entrance rate v (g∙cm-2∙s-1) is described by the expression: lnv=-11.2-(15300/T), the 

range of T is 873~1023 K[32]. The chemical interaction of ChG and impurities with 

silica glass tubes at high temperatures results in the formation of a thin layer on its 

surface. Owing to the difference in thermo-mechanical properties of the glass matrix 

and the layers, these layers can be separated from the silica glass tubes and enter the 

TAS melts to form heterogeneous inclusions, which were represented by α-

cristobalite impured with β-cristobalite[32]. 

The third type of impurity source mainly comes from the reaction of residual gas in 

the air with TAS glass during vacuuming. Impurities embedded in the glass network 

include O-H, Se-H, H2O, As-H as well as N2, CO2 and the like. The common 

impurities in TAS glasses and their corresponding absorption peak wavelengths were 

described in Ref. [32]. Generally O-H, H2O, Se-H, and S-H bonds are relatively 

difficult to remove.

In addition, for the impurities commonly found in the above TAS glasses, impurity 

mass fraction can be calculated easily according to the Lambert-Beer law, I=I0exp(-

εxL), where I and I0 are the light fluxes of sample output and input, respectively, ε is 

the extinction coefficient, x is the impurity mass fraction, and L is the distance (here is 

the sample thickness). Table 4 shows the extinction coefficients that can be found for 

some known impurities.



  

Table 4. Extinction coefficients of impurities in TAS glasses. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref. [32].

Impurities Extinction coefficient (dB/m)
Se-H 1×10-3

As2O3 1.03×10-3

Se-O 3.8×10-4

CO2 1.5×10-2

For preparing TAS glasses with better performance, the key problem to be solved is 

to design the purification process to remove the impurities as much as possible. 

Common oxygen getters such as Al (or Mg) and hydrogen getters such as TeCl4 (or 

GaCl3, AlCl3) were usually mixed and used together into the raw materials for 

distillation and purification to synthesize glasses. Table 5 shows the mass fraction of 

impurities measured by different methods[29]. The addition of AlCl3 can effectively 

remove hydrogen impurity (about 10 times reduction), and also reduce oxygen and 

silicon. The carbon mass fraction was almost unchanged, and the mass fraction of 

metal element impurities was determined by the raw materials and the purification 

process. Adding an appropriate amount of Al as oxygen getter can effectively reduce 

the oxygen absorption peak; however this way had a large disadvantage, which would 

significantly enhance the content of the Se-H peak. It was estimated that the mass 

fraction of hydrogen could from 0.5 to 4 ppm, when Al exceeds 1 ppm, the molecular 

H2O in the glasses network was effectively decomposed. Subsequently the 

decomposed oxygen and Al formed highly volatile substances, which were removed 

by distillation, resulting in forming Se-H peak by remaining hydrogen and Se 

elements. 



  

Table 5. Impurity content (ppm wt.) in TAS glasses prepared by different methods. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [29].

Impurities Direct synthesis Melting with Al Melting with AlCl3
C 1 0.6 1
O 20 0.2 0.6
H 0.2 1 0.02
Si 6 4 0.5
Al <0.4 <0.5 0.1
Cu <0.1 <0.1 <0.02
Fe 1 0.8 <0.05

Cr, Ni <2 <2 <0.03
Mg 0.5 <0.3 <0.01

Sn, Cd <0.4 <0.5 <0.3
Mn 0.1 <0.1 <0.03
Zn <0.3 <0.3 <0.2
Pb <0.5 <0.7 <0.03

To further improve the purity, Hocdé and Shiryaev et al. ameliorated the glass 

preparation technology and obtained high-purity optical fiber preforms. Hocdé et al. 

designed the experimental apparatus as illustrated in Fig. 6[36]. Firstly, the As and Se 

of 5N purity were heated and evaporated at 290 ℃ and 250 ℃ respectively during the 

vacuuming process to remove the oxide impurities and molecular water. Subsequently 

As and Te were introduced into the double chambers tube together with Se. After 

sealed, the double chambers tube was heated with a temperature gradient furnace 

designed for melting the elements in the hot zone and then for purification of the melt 

by distillation into the cold zone. After resealed, the high purity glass was 

homogenized in a rocking furnace at 700 °C and then cooled down close to the Tg 

(127 °C). At this temperature, the glass was annealed for several hours and slowly 

cooled to room temperature. Finally, the high purity TAS glasses were obtained.



  

Fig. 6. Experimental set-up used for the purification of the starting elements, Te, As, 

Se. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [36].

Shiryaev et al. studied the distillation purification technology of TAS glasses using 

the apparatus shown in Fig. 7[20]. First, before using the apparatus, the raw materials 

As, Se and Te with 5N purity were separately distilled with a low evaporation rate to 

remove impurities such as oxygen, molecular water, carbon, silicon dioxide and heavy 

metals. Then 0.07 wt.% of Al as an oxygen scavenger was added in the high-purity 

raw material after distillation, uniformly mixed and vacuumed. Al2O3 was formed in 

this process to reduce the oxygen-containing components in raw materials. After 

sealed, the silica tube was placed in a rocking furnace at 850 oC for 12 h and cooled to 

400 oC. Then, it was not necessary to perform quenching and annealing, and the silica 

tube for melting was directly connected to the double distillation apparatus shown in 

Fig. 7. The silica tube 1 was filled with Al-containing Te-As-Se glass melt, the silica 

tube 2 was used as an intermediate transition device, and the silica tube 3 was used for 



  

storing the glass melt obtained by the final distillation. The device 5 was silica glass 

filter, device 6 was a magnetic hammer-breaker used to remove metal impurities 

which may exist in the vaporized glass melt. The silica tube 1 was first heated to 

distill the glass melt to the silica tube 2. The boiling point of Al2O3 is as high as 2980 

oC, causing it to remain in silica tube 1 during the subsequent distillation process. 

Then, the heating temperature of the silica tube 1 was maintained, and the silica tube 

2 was heated to condense the glass melt in the silica tube 3. After the second 

distillation, the silica tube 3 was sealed, melted and homogenized at 700 °C for 7 h. 

Finally, high purity TAS glasses were obtained by quenching and annealing. 

Fig. 7. Set-up for preparing high purity Te-As-Se glasses: 1-silica glass tube with Te-

As-Se glass melt after interact with Al getter; 2-intermediate ampoule; 3-synthesis 

reactor; 4-trap for light volatile impurities; 5-glass partition; 6-magnetic hammer-

breaker; 7- silica glass tube; 8-wireheater; 9-furnace. Reprinted with permission from 

Ref. [20].

4. TAS glasses transmission and fiber loss

The short cut-off wavelength of ChG glasses are caused by electronic transitions, 



  

while the IR edge depends mainly on the lattice vibration of the material. The 

transmission spectrum of the purified glass is shown in Fig. 8(a), especially at 2-12 

μm has excellent transmittance[36]. Shiryaev et al. added 700 ppm Al to purify the 

glass preform and drawed the TAS fibers, the lowest losses of the unclad Te25As40Se35 

and Te20As30Se50 fibers were 0.07 dB/m@7.3 μm and 0.04 dB/m@6.7 μm, 

respectively[20]. In 2006, their group prepared the single mode step-index 

(Te18.6As39Se42.4/Te18.3As39Se42.7) glass fiber, the minimum loss was about 0.33 dB/m 

at 7.5 μm[37]. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the large loss peak in the range of 4-5 μm was 

mainly due to the influence of Se-H bond, and the loss peak at 6.3 μm was affected by 

H2O. Lv et al. reduced the C-O peak of the drawn TAS fiber from 1.4 dB/m to 1.1 

dB/m by simultaneously improving the TAS glass purification and melting 

process[38]; the Se-H peak dropped from 1.4 dB/m to 0.9 dB/m; As-O peak decreased 

from 9.8 dB/m to 6 dB/m. 

Fig. 8. (a) IR transmission spectrum of the Te20As30Se50 glass, reprinted with 

permission from Ref. [27]; (b)Loss of the Te20As30Se50 fiber. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref. [39].

Recently, our group have new progress in TAS fibers. Fig. 9(a) shows the MIR 



  

transmission spectra of Te20As40Se40 glass before and after purification. The impurity 

peaks of the purified glass like O-H, As-O, Se-O, Si-O and H2O were removed 

substantially, but the Se-H peak was increased. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the loss 

remarkably diminished compared after purification, and the unclad Te20As40Se40 glass 

fiber with minimum loss of 1.7 dB/m @ 8.8 μm was obtained.

Fig. 9. (a) MIR transmission spectra of Te20As40Se40 glass before and after 

purification and (b) Losses of unclad fibers prepared by using purified and unpurified 

Te20As40Se40 glass. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [18].

Désévédavy et al. drew TAS glass into microstructured fiber for the first time[40]. 

Its cross-sectional view was shown in Fig. 10(a). Single mode transmission could be 

achieved with a loss of 9 dB/m@3.39 μm and 6 dB/m@9 μm, respectively. The 

predicted loss is expected to be reduced to 1 dB/m. The fiber loss would be up to 20–

30 dB/m when the interstitials holes were collapsed[41]. Fig. 10(b) shows the 

fundamental mode transmission of 3.39 μm and Gaussian fitting, and the software 

simulation was basically consistent with the experimental results. 



  

Fig. 10. (a) Microscope image of TAS microstructured fiber, the hole diameter d is 

6.14 μm and the pitch Λ is 13.77 μm (distance between two adjacent hole centers), the 

outer diameter is 255 μm; (b) Experimental profile of the output beam at 3.39 μm in 

microstructured TAS fiber together with its Gaussian fit and the inset is a near-field 

observation of the guided mode at 3.39 μm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 

[40].

5. The applications of TAS glasses 

5.1 Fiber sensing

The types of fiber sensor mainly include reaction cell light absorption type sensing, 

sensitive film light reflection and scattering type sensing, fluorescence type sensing, 

phosphorescence type sensing and evanescent field response type sensing [42]. 

Currently, TAS fiber sensor is mainly based on the principle of fiber evanescent wave 

spectroscopy (FEWS), that is, evanescent field response type sensing. Because of the 

spectral range cover the domain where are located the main IR signatures of 

molecules and biomolecules, TAS FEWS has been carried out to get some fruitful 

information in biology and medicine for early stage diagnosis or food safety[43].

According to Snell’s law, when the incident angle of light is bigger than the critical 



  

angle θc, then total internal reflection (TIR) occurs at the interface between the fiber 

(unclad ) and air. The result of interaction with the reflected light is the generation of 

standing wave near the interface. In general, the phase of the light changes as it is 

reflected, the amplitude of the standing wave at the interface will be limited. The 

detailed explanation of Maxwell’s equation shows that the standing wave is 

exponentially attenuated when it extends along the reflection cross section to a 

medium with a low refractive index, which called evanescent wave. A key parameter 

is the penetration depth (dp) of the evanescent field for sensing detection [44].

                            (1)
2

2
22

1

p
sinπ2 nn

d







where λ is the light wavelength, n2 and n1 are the refractive indices of the fiber and 

surrounding detection substance, respectively; θ is the angle of incidence of the wave 

in the fiber. The penetration of the evanescent wave increases linearly with the 

wavelength. When the optical fiber is in contact with the liquid to be tested, the 

infrared light is absorbed by the corresponding characteristic frequency chemical 

bond to exhibit a characteristic absorption spectrum. According to the absorption 

spectrum obtained by the contact of the evanescent wave on the surface of the fiber 

with the substance to be tested, it is extremely possible to detect the chemical 

substance and concentration, which does not destroy the substance itself and realizes 

remote sensing[45]. To improve the sensitivity of the FEWS detection and make the 

evanescent wave be more diffused into the sample, usually, the structure of the optical 

fiber is modfied. For example, the core-cladding and the tapered fibers as well as the 

single/multimode fibers combination, fiber bonding and other methods[43]. The 



  

FEWS principle of normal fiber and tapered fiber set-up is shown in Fig. 11, 

respectively. The sensing zone in contact with the sample to be tested generally 

utilizes the tapered fiber, because the number of total internal reflections in the taper 

region is significantly increased, resulting that the sensitivity of the sensing can be 

effectively enhanced [46].

Fig. 11. Principle of FEWS: (a) Normal fiber, (b) Tapered fiber. 

TAS fibers have excellent MIR transmission characteristics as well as corrosion 

resistance and insensitivity to electromagnetic wave. Therefore, researchers have 

extensive research in the fields of biological and liquid sensing.

TAS fibers in biology detection: Keirsse et al. built a TAS fibers sensing set-up 

composed by a TAS tapered fiber, a Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) 

spectrometer and a liquid nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector. They applied 

FEWS principle for different condition (hunger and normal) to study mice’ liver 

cells and detected the diseased tissue cells successfully. Bureau et al. constructed a 

experimental set-up as shown in Fig. 12. TAS tapered fibers were both used as 

transmission and sensing elements. As shown in Fig. 13, the symmetry and 

asymmetry vibrations of CH2 groups were successfully detected at 2853 cm-1 and 

2926 cm-1, respectively. Besides, the symmetrical and asymmetric vibrations of the 



  

CH3 group were successfully detected at 2871 cm-1 and 2960 cm-1, respectively. 

Lucas et al. used TAS tapered fiber to place human lung cells with Triton X-100, and 

successfully detected infrared spectral changes caused by methyl and methylene 

hydrocarbons in the range of 2800-3000 cm-1, which demonstrated the possibility of 

the ChG fibers for cell-based biosensors[47]. TAS fiber biosensors, small, simple 

and sensitive, can monitor various metabolic cells in situ, which can used for early 

diagnosis of tumors and cancers in medical fields. Therefore, it has extremely 

inclusive prospects in medicine and microbiology applications[19].

Fig. 12. The monitoring experiment of human lung cell. Reprinted with permission 

from Ref. [48].



  

Fig. 13. Infrared spectra of human lung cell recorded with the TAS glass fiber. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [48].

TAS fibers in liquid detection: Hocdé et al. used a TAS tapered fiber in a 

dichloromethane liquid and successfully detected the spectra of acetone (C=O) with 

different concentration and tracked the C=O absorption spectra as time changed, 

which is shown in Fig. 14. Michel et al. used a 0.2 m long TAS tapered fiber in an 

artificial water storage system to measure the presence of C2Cl4 organic contaminants, 

finding that the spectrum changed mainly at 908 cm-1 shown in Fig. 15. The longer 

detection time and the higer concentration of the tested liquid, resulting in the more 

obvious spectral absorption peak; the lowest concentration of the detected pollutant 

was 1 mg/dm3 (1 ppm). Besides, they used the TAS tapered fiber protected by special 

metal and plastic to measure the volatile organic compounds like C2Cl4, C2HCl3, 

C6H4Cl2, which was in the groundwater of the dustrial lands in Paris and Technical 

University of Munich. The characteristic peak absorption was detected at the 

corresponding 1036 cm-1, 1255 cm-1, and 910 cm-1 in the IR spectra, respectively, as 



  

shown in Fig. 16. TAS fibers can be applied for tracking control and liquid sensing 

monitoring in chemical reaction processes, effectively improves human’s living 

environment and food quality. 

Fig. 14. (a)Detection of C=O band of acetone at different volumic percentages in 

methylene chloride using FEWS; (b) C=O band shift at different times during 

microwave assisted organic reaction. The reaction kinetics is followed in situ by 

FEWS. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [49].

Fig. 15. Evolution of the absorbence of the C2Cl4 line at 908 cm-1 for a length of 

immersion of the fiber equal to 0.2 m. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50].



  
Fig. 16. (a) Spectra recorded near Paris in an industrial fallow land mainly polluted by 

trichloroethylene (C2HCl3). The absorption band of C2HCl3 at 1255 cm-1 was clearly 

evidenced for the well 1 and not detectable for the well 2 in agreement with the 

chemical analysis results; (b) Spectra recorded in Munich in a natural aquifer. It 

encompassed the both bands of C2Cl4 at 910 cm-1 and of C6H4Cl2 at 1036 cm-1 

showing that several pollutants can be detected simultaneously. Reprinted with 

permission from Ref. [39].

The research team in University of Rennes 1 committed to the research of fiber 

sensing for early disease diagnosis. In June 2011, DIAFIR was founded by an 

interdisciplinary team of researchers and engineers. Their product, fiber evanescent 

wave sensor, can be made great use of medical diagnosis shown in Fig. 17. TAS 

tapered fiber was used to collect information from serum. The system, equipped with 

an intuitive touch screen interface and a spectrum processing algorithm to directly 

diagnose the score, only requires a small detection source with 1 mm2 of tissue or 10 

μl of liquid sample (1 drop) [51]. Thanks to timeliness and high sensitivity, it saves 

hospital stays through invasive and time-consuming surgery and helps doctors get 

more accurate results and better care for patients. Until now, the non-invasive test has 



  

been developed to diagnose the non-alcoholic steato-hepatitis (or NASH) and acute 

septic arthritis[52, 53]. 

Fig. 17. DIAFIR company’s product in France: TAS fiber evanescent wave sensor

5.2 Laser delivery & light propagation

Kosolapav et al prepared a TAS microstructured hollow-core fiber shown in Fig. 

18, which was firstly demonstrated that it was possible to use the TAS 

microstructured hollow-core fiber for propagating the 10.6 μm CO2-laser radiation. A 

further improvement of the technology and design of such fibers is expected to yield a 

reduction of the optical loss to below 1 dB/m. This TAS microstructured hollow-core 

fiber has great promise for the delivery of the СО2-laser radiation since the light is 

well limited at the fiber center. 

Fig. 18. Fiber cross-section photograph obtained by SEM. Reprinted with permission 

from Ref. [54].

Houizot et al. successfully used the single mode TAS fibers as the wavefront 



  

filters to join the DARWIN mission[55], which could successfully detect the the weak 

infrared emission lines of like O3 and H2O on earth-like planets, the scheme as shown 

in Fig. 19. 

Fig. 19. Optical scheme of the detection of the MIR signal coming from an exo-planet 

through space. The beam profile on the right corresponds to a single-mode TAS glass 

at 10.6 μm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [19].

5.3 Supercontinuum generation

The MIR SC generation spectra of ChG fibers, especially the ultra-broadband 

spectra covering 2–13 μm molecular fingerprint band, are expected to be developed 

new IR light sources[56, 57]. TAS glasses have high nonlinear refractive index and 

wide MIR transmission [17], resulting that TAS glasses are more suitable for drawing 

fibers to obtain ultra-wide spectral conversion than binary sulfur arsenic compounds. 

Until now, there are few reports on the SC spectra of TAS fibers. Anashkina et al. 

proposed and optimized theoretically a SC laser source in the MIR using Te-As-

Se/As-S step-index fiber and pumped by a center wavelength of 150 fs pulse 

femtosecond all-fiber laser system at 2 μm[58]. Numerically simulated spectra 

extending from ~1 μm to >8 μm were demonstrated with pumping energy of 100 pJ. 

Recently, our group have been reported the broadest SC generation spectrum (1.8–13 

μm with a 30 dB spectral flatness) by pumping the unclad Te20As40Se40 fiber in the 

normal dispersion region at 5 μm femtosecond laser at different pump powers as 



  

shown in Fig. 20(a), which covers almost all the transparent range of the material. By 

pumping the Te20As40Se40/Te18As40Se42 step-index fiber in the normal dispersion 

region at 5 μm, the SC spectrum covering 2.1–11.2 μm with a 40 dB flatness was 

recorded(Fig. 20(b))[18]. 

Fig. 20. Spectra of SC at different output power pumped for (a) an unclad 

Te20As40Se40 fiber and (b) a Te20As40Se40/Te18As40Se42 step-index fiber. Reprinted 

with permission from Ref. [18].

6. Conclusion and Prospect

In conclusion, formation of Te-As-Se glasses, their thermal and optical properties, 

purification technology, the fiber preparation technology, as well as fiber sensing 

principle and the research progress in sensing applications were reviewed. Although 

the research of Te-As-Se glasses and fibers have been carried out for nearly half a 

century, there are still many problems to be solved: firstly, it is necessary to 

continuously improve the preparation and purification technology to reduce its loss, 

so as to improve light transmittance and the sensitivity in sensing research. Secondly, 

the commercial TAS fiber sensors have not appeared except DIAFIR company, 

therefore, it is necessary to increase its innovation and development with wide range 



  

of promotion and application. Finally, there is few TAS fibers report of SC spectrum 

pupmed by commercial laser, usually, large optical parametric amplifier (OPA) or 

optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is apply for pumping ChG fibers. Therefore, TAS 

fiber with proper waveguide dispersion should be designed, such as microstructure 

and tapered fibers, which makes zero dispersion wavelength blue shift and realize the 

broadband MIR SC generation.
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